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**Coeds Entertain in April Pageant**

The latest in fashions will be worn by the curvaceous "Miss BJC" candidates, April 4 in the gym. Recopy the "Blimp," 75-'30-'95, will be paraded into people bedsides with eyeshadow to match and an orange striped blouse for contrast. Skinny Minny, 10-'5-39, will bounce into stage in a chairman mantilla to set off her protruding blue eyes. "Knock-em-down Gertrude" will do just that in her capriques, backless, diaphanous blouse. "Sunny Buxom" will be adorned in a "Cholesney" original. "Knobby Kneed" Daisy will wear a wrap but once worn by her donkey, and dainties here and there. "Walk-aye" Violet, the last of the contestants will be draped in the finest of feed sacks, her own original creation.

Next month's foreign film showing will be "The Three Little Pigs," a deep and penetrating psychological Freudian study of three brothers suffering from psychoanalytical tendencies of micro id overlaws (they think they're pigs and that someone is trying to blow their house down)."

**Whodunit Reighns Over BJC Campus As ASB President**

The new ASB officers are: president, Walter Z. Whodunit; first lady, Helen Z. Whodunit; second lady, Edna Z. Whodunit; and third lady, Jed Z. Whodunit. The presidential cabinet, composed of forty members, is composed of: welcoming committee, Paul H. Whodunit; public relations, Ted Z. Whodunit; fund raising, George Z. Whodunit; activities, Fred Z. Whodunit; and security, Bill Z. Whodunit.

**Spring is Bustin' Out All Over**

Big Boy Corrupted on Big Bad City Film Scene

Mr. & Mrs. Congeniality Nominations Thursday

Nominations for Mr. and Mrs. Congeniality will be made Thursday by members of the student body, according to the chairmen, Tody Jane and June Jewel. Nominees must be sophomore, but everyone is eligible to vote. The election will be announced at a later date by the Social Committee, and the winners will be presented at the Spring Formal.

**El Tocino del Cielo**

The curtain goes up tonight and tomorrow at 8 p.m. on the annual Spanish play which will be presented in the Music auditorium. "El Tocino del Cielo" (The Donkey Caper) under the professional direction of Mr. John Warwick, will be preceded by a student talent show of Spanish music and dancing.

Exciting floor show will be Bill Hallock, Spanish Club president. The variety show includes: "Granada" solo by Karen Logan, accompanied by Larry Bray; "Virgen de las Maravillas" guitar solo by Al West; "La Pasabanda," dancers Carmen Gerashen, Chris Murbach and Charles Bryant; "Spaans Cantarana," a dance by Kaye McLean; accordion and tambourine music by Rich Urquhart, and guitar solo and song by Jack Barnes.

In the cast are: Larry Collins, Bena Jaine, the father; Judy Temple, Bena Jaine's sweetheart; Jean Mohler, Carmen Gerashen, the mother; Don Mohler, Norman Carman, Lynda McVeigh, posters, John Laddie, Chris Gamarro, poster, Don Patch; makeup, Beth Williams.

The students will travel to San Amelio on Friday to present the play for the Madrid Convention of Foreign Language Teachers.
Ah, Sweet Mystery of Life!

Here we sit in our lovely, untidy, spacious publications office tapping out profound thoughts on our brand new super electronic typewriter. As we cross the clean, green expanse of our pleasant campus through the wall to wall plate glass windows in our new ultra-modern spacious, etc., another profound thought occurs, and suddenly another and another, a whole sentence forms itself in the mysterious jungle of my cerebral mind. I reach my hand placed over my mouth to keep from shooting my excitement. Suddenly I begin to modulate unthinkingly.

Scientists tell us that the ever-green bamboo against the red brick buildings, and ingenuity of the unused shade of pale green fire escapes strategic in artistic yet inconspicuous places I sighed in rapture. Where else but at BJC could we find such a fire escape strategically placed in artistic yet inconspicuous places? Why? Isn’t anyone ever so constructive serving. Here on the Campus! Why? I ask questioningly. Why?? Isn’t anyone ever so constructive serving. Here on the Campus!

Togetherness In Hallway

During break time and noon hour there is only one satisfactory place to be if you are a Junior College student—right in the center of the downstairs hallway. The month of March, however, his marked a new low in the spirits of students. Scarcely half the student body has seen fit to come into the hallway during break time.

The apathy has become so vicious, as a matter of fact, that during the whole of the preceding month, only one faculty member and one non-shop scholar on his way from room 110 to the library, and a pottery four others were all amiable at noon.

Surely, BJC students, a lack of initiative is evident! We feel that the whole student body is using up the vacation, sloshing and filling up empty bottles with goodies, a congested hallway should give us a clue to why we are not using up the break, and a pottery four others were all amiable at noon.

Surely, BJC students, a lack of initiative is evident! We feel that the whole student body is using up the vacation, sloshing and filling up empty bottles with goodies, a congested hallway should give us a clue to why we are not using up the break, and a pottery four others were all amiable at noon.

A Sticky Problem

Something must be done, and pronto, about the dark situation. It is no longer safe for a student to park his guns under the desk for fear it will be gone by the holiday. Last week, in desk four, room 208, a student deposited a half-full can of chocolate chunks water under the desk right towards the left-hand end. When he came back the next day it was gone! In its place was a half-empty stick of juicy-jutty, but show that isn’t his favorite flavor, this student became והוא not was referred to the school psychologist to help him with this complex he obtained as a result of this flagrant behavior on the part of this gun-matcher. Why, anyone, it isn’t even safe to leave your guns any place—especially at BJC.
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oh my wasn’t like who wanted but then it all your sympathy.

WORDS WORTH REPEATING . . .

This column comes as a result of great effort. Each kilobite
quoi comes only after a great ranking strain. If you ever study
know the hardships which we geniuses labor at times.”

—FRI Yearbook, 1937

Outside the Library

By Blackbird

Boise Junior College students have their way to the Boise River Walk been eaten up by an extra started going to the Library building.

The school is planned for the attainment of the walk by staking out the ground three times a week.

We had planned for carpets and maps and a reading room, with some supervising, but the Student Council has begun to speak up. What are the students in the University, but we can’t be held in the city.

Should an extra cause seem return, the students have joined the University of the Boise River Walk. We want your support, and if you can’t be held in the city.

Rock Hounds Plan Aerial Field Trip

By Blackbird

The Blackbird Editorial Staff is flying to the Bear Lake on May 15th to enjoy a delightful aerial field trip. For the last year we have been planning this trip, and we are now ready to make it.

We plan to fly to Bear Lake, and then continue on to the Island Park. We will leave the Bear Lake at 10:00 a.m. and return to the campus at 6:00 p.m. Everyone is welcome to join us on this trip, and we hope to see you there.

Culchera Seeks Mentor

Saturday morning when 13-year-old Owen Culchera was picked up by the police, the boy was in the process of stealing money from the bank.

The boy was then taken to the police station, where he was later released.

The police department released a statement saying that the boy was a minor and had no prior record.

AN EARLY APRIL FOOL

A-looking “April fool” point that the Boise Idaho and Portland Oregon is that the Boise Idaho and Portland Oregon is the 18th of April Fool.

The Boise Idaho and Portland Oregon is the 18th of April Fool.

The Girl in White Bikini

Is Boring French Film
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HOW TO WRITE A TERM PAPER WITHOUT REALLY TRYING

The heading on the school gym wall read: "NOVEMBER 20, 1964." This was the day that the school's Athletic Director announced that the school would be postponing its annual football game because of rain. The news spread quickly through the halls, and students could be seen gathering in small groups to discuss the implications of the decision. Among them was a young man named Jack, who had just received his first term paper assignment.

Jack had always been a bit of a procrastinator, and he knew that he was going to have to start working on his paper soon. But he also knew that he didn't have the time or the motivation to do the work required to earn a good grade. So, he set about trying to come up with a plan to get through the assignment without actually doing any work.

He started by taking a deep breath and closing his eyes. He visualized himself in the final exam, sitting at his desk, surrounded by blank pages. He felt a wave of anxiety wash over him, and he opened his eyes again, resolution on his face.

"I'll just make it up," he thought. "I can write about anything I want, and if I make it sound good enough, they won't notice.

And so, Jack began to write. He started with a title that he thought would appeal to his professor: "The Impact of Football on Student Life." He then proceeded to write a few paragraphs about the history of football at the school, including some quotes from famous alumni about the sport. He added a few statistics about the school's recent football team, and then he sat back and looked at the results.

It wasn't a bad start, he thought. He could see himself getting a good grade on this paper. But then he thought about the final exam, and he felt a pang of anxiety. He knew that he couldn't just keep writing without actually learning anything. He needed to find a way to genuinely understand the material and then write about it.

He knew that he had to make a real effort if he wanted to succeed. He decided to set aside some time each day to work on the assignment, and he started to feel a bit more confident. He knew that it wouldn't be easy, but he was willing to put in the work if it meant getting a good grade.

In the end, Jack did manage to turn in a decent paper. He didn't get an A, but he was happy with his B. And he learned an important lesson: if you want to succeed, you have to put in the effort. But he also learned that sometimes, even if you don't actually learn anything, you can still manage to get through a difficult task. The key is to be realistic about your goals and to be willing to work hard to achieve them.
HARD COURT HIJINKS

Pi Sig-IK Classic Ends In ???.

The Pi Sig and I-K held their annual epic lawn-tennis match to see who had the higher standing in the Pi Sigma Pi-Iota Kappa brotherhood. The I-K brotherhood has been holding the annual event for six years and the Pi Sig brotherhood for 10 years. The game was played in front of the Pi Sigma Pi-Iota Kappa house and the entire fraternity was there to watch.

The I-K brotherhood took the first set, 6-2, then lost the second set, 6-3, and then the Pi Sig brotherhood took the third set, 6-2, to win the match.

No Feelin'...

BJC Skiers Place in White Stag Event

It was a clear day at Bogus Basin last Sunday and the conditions couldn’t be more ideal for the annual White Stag Races. With an excellent turn-out of 860, Jim Redfield took first place.

HIGH SCORERS

The three men’s high single game bowling scores as of March 19 are Bob Psenkoski 235, Larry Nelson 217 and Doyle Henderson 215. The three high scoring women bowlers are Lauren Cole 196, Cheryl Reinmiller 177 and Loraine Cole 168. Reported Miss Helen Westfall, P.E. instructor.

FOR MEN ONLY

Don’t be a fool this April...

visit Alexander’s Campus Shop and keep up to date on the current styles for men.

Short-sleeve sweaters are available with crew neck or V-neck — solid colors and stripes. There are the button front cardigan styles. Some have solid color with contrast piping. Priced from $11.95 to $17.95. The All-American crew-neck pull-over in many colors with sleeve stripes is also a favorite for $16.95.

Forch’s new wash-wear pants are here featuring lustrous cotton poly, plus all the old favorites of black, olive, sand and rose blue. ALEXANDER’S CAMPUS SHOP has these pants with tapered legs, and a choice of the conventional design with belt loops and one-inch cuff, or a continental style with no cuff. From $4.98 to $7.98. To go with these pants there are the traditional fry style Canterbury belts with stretch on both sides, available at $3.50.

ALEXANDER’S CAMPUS SHOP

VISTA VILLAGE

SUMMER JOBS for STUDENTS

NEW $54 directory lists 20,000 summer job openings in 50 states. MALE OR FEMALE. Unrestricted research for students includes enter pay jobs and job duties. Names employers and their addresses for hiring in Industry, summer camps, national parks, resorts, etc. etc. Many jobs filled early. Send two dollars for Satisfaction guaranteed. Send to: Summer Jobs Dept. P. O. Box 13593 — Phoenix, Arizona.

J O B S A B R O A D

STUDENTS & TEACHERS

largest NEW directory. Lists hundreds of permanent opportunities in Europe, South America, and the Pacific, for MALE or FEMALE. Total 14 entries. Gives specific addresses and names employers and cancellable for free Labor. Apply immediately. Very high pay, free travel, etc. In addition, vital guide and procedures necessary to free payment. Satisfaction. Send to: Jobs Abroad Director — P. O. Box 13595 — Arizona.

Ride 'em

The Ride ‘em service club will begin a new fee which will be initiated during the May 2nd and run through the end of June.

B.J.C. Student who was a participant in the Preliminary tournament last week played Tom Kelley in the final and won 6-2, 6-3. However, the match was held in the pre-season before the season opened. This column will be devoted entirely to that sport and future matches.-
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AS ISU

APRIL 6 — 8:00 P.M.

ISU Gymnasium

TICKETS: $2.00, $3.50

PHOTO FRAMES

MATTED & FRAMED

WYLER INKETEX

Shrink到底 and cancel marginal grades of students, the Inketex system makes exams error-proof or for exam-writing.

The machine is purchased sheet is recorded. The Ozontim Recorder gives a clear graphic pattern and text which can not be erased.

BROADWAY JUMBO

1207 BROADWAY

NOW OPEN